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Summary
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The financial sector is a favorite target for cybercriminals who love to ‘follow 
the money’. As an industry in the eye of the cybercrime storm, financial 
services have seen unprecedented attacks on its systems and data. Financial 
Institutions (FI) the world over feel the effects of cybercrime as the costs soar: 
a FACTI panel report into money laundering estimates of annual global losses 
are around $1.6 trillion per year across the sector.1  

Research into the levels of cyber-attacks on the financial sector provides 
a staggering insight into the problem:

 • Ransomware: the financial sector experienced a 1318% increase in 
ransomware attacks in 2021. 2

 • Cyber-attack volumes: 65% of CISOs and CIOs in large financial 
organizations experienced a cyber-attack in 2020.3 

The extreme levels of cyber-risk experienced across the financial sector are 
summed up in a Financial Stability Board (FSB) warning, which stated:

“a major cyber incident, if not properly contained, could seriously 
disrupt financial systems, including critical financial infrastructure, 
leading to broader financial stability implications.” 4

That said, a minor incident left unchecked could escalate into a major one.  
The continuous threat to the financial sector has tightened data protection 
regulations. One such regulation is the NYDFS Part 500 Cybersecurity 
Regulation (23 NYCRR Part 500). In addition, on July 29, 2022, the New York 
Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) announced a series of changes that 
will affect many aspects of its cybersecurity regulations. 

This short whitepaper will explore the 23 NYCRR Part 500, with some tips on 
achieving regulatory compliance. 

1 https://uploads-ssl.webflow.
com/5e0bd9edab846816e263d633/5f6b68c7bff4ad6cf6cb53a7_FACTI_Interim_Report_final.
pdf 
2	https://newsroom.trendmicro.com/2021-09-14-Attacks-Surge-in-1H-2021-as-Trend-Micro-
Blocks-41-Billion-Cyber-Threats
3	https://pressreleases.responsesource.com/news/100366/almost-two-thirds-of-financial-
services-firms-have-suffered-a-cyber-attack/
4	https://www.fsb.org/2020/04/fsb-consults-on-effective-practices-for-cyber-incident-
response-and-recovery/

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/5e0bd9edab846816e263d633/5f6b68c7bff4ad6cf6cb53a7_FACTI_Interim_Report_final.pdf


What is the NYDFS Part 500 
Cybersecurity Regulation  
(23 NYCRR Part 500)
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The NYDFS Part 500 Cybersecurity Regulation (23 NYCRR Part 500) is designed to protect customer data and 
information technology systems in the financial sector. The regulation has been in force since March 1, 2017. Below 
are some of the key aspects of 23 NYCRR Part 500:

Which organizations are in scope for Part 500?
These include persons operating under or who are required to operate under a license, registration, charter, 
certificate, permit, accreditation or similar authorization under the Banking Law, the Insurance Law, or the 
Financial Services Law.

Typical entities covered by 23 NYCRR Part 500 legislation include:
 • Banks including state-chartered/private/international
 • Mortgage brokers
 • Insurance companies
 • Licensed lenders
 • Class A companies (see below)

Exemptions
Some exemptions exclude certain entities from compliance with 23 NYCRR Part 500, where the financial institution:
 • Employs fewer than ten people
 • Has a gross annual revenue of less than $5 million from New York operations in each of the past three years 
 • Holds less than $10 million in total year-end assets 

If your organization is exempt, you will be required to file a notice of exemption.

Fines
Fines are metered out regularly for a variety of non-compliance issues. Two recent examples include:
 
EyeMed, October 2022: A phishing attack against commercial opticians, EyeMed, led to stolen personal data.5  
The company had not implemented multi-factor authentication (MFA) for email, as required by 23 NYCRR Part 
500.12(b) of the Cybersecurity Regulation. Also, EyeMed did not perform a risk assessment for 23 NYCRR Part 500 
compliance. As a result, the company was fined $4.5 million in 2022.

5	https://www.dfs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/10/ea20221018_eyemed.pdf



Robinhood Crypto, August 2022: Robinhood, a crypto-platform, was found to be in non-compliance with 
23 NYCRR Part 500 in several areas. These include deficiencies in the company’s AML program. The penalty for 
various areas of non-compliance was $30 million; in addition, the company was required to engage an independent 
consultant to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the RHC’s compliance with the Department’s Regulations and 
to demonstrate remediation efforts. 6

Enforcement
Internal compliance with 23 NYCRR Part 500 is expected to be carried out by a qualified CISO (Chief Information 
Security Officer). External enforcement of the regulation is by the New York State Superintendent. In addition, the 
Department of Financial Services (DFS) Cybersecurity Division also:

 • Advises on cybersecurity examinations

 • Issues guidance on DFS’s cybersecurity regulations

 • Conducts cyber-related investigations in coordination with the Consumer Protection and Financial Enforcement 
Division. 7

6	https://www.dfs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2022/08/ea20220801_robinhood.pdf
7	https://www.dfs.ny.gov/reports_and_publications/press_releases/pr1905221
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What’s new in the 23 NYCRR 
Part 500 second amendment?
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The new proposals for 23 NYCRR Part 500 are expected to come into effect sometime in 2023. The amended 
regulation has several areas that require attention:

Class A companies
Regulation updates now include a new class of company known as a ‘Class A’ organization. The following criteria 
establish an entity as a Class A company:

 • Over 2,000 employees (including those of affiliates no matter where located);

 • Or over $1 billion in gross annual revenues averaged over the last three years from all business operations of the 
company and its affiliates. 

Class A companies are expected to comply with new cybersecurity obligations:

 • Annual external audits: Class A companies should engage an external third-party service provider to perform an 
updated attestation of their program. 

 • Weekly vulnerability scans

 • Extended password controls 

 • Centralized monitoring and alerting of endpoint detection and response solution

Board inclusion
The board of directors must review the cybersecurity documents, reports, certifications and opinions of such 
officers, employees, representatives, outside vendors and other individuals or entities as necessary; and to the 
best of their knowledge, attest that the Cyber security Program complies with Part 23 NYCRR 500. 

Further work for the CISO
The CISO is a vital cog in the regulatory compliance machine. In the new update to the regulation, a CISO is expected 
to demonstrate adequate independence and authority to manage cybersecurity risk.

CEO signature
Demonstration of adherence to 23 NYCRR Part 500 requires an annual compliance certification. This now needs to 
be signed by the CEO.

Cybersecurity controls and assessments
There have been several notable updates to the general cybersecurity program:



Risk assessments: the amended version of the regulation has a more prescriptive approach to risk assessments. 
The update incorporates the operational specifics of the firm. The newly upgraded risk assessment requirements 
include in cybersecurity risk assessment the following: mission, functions, image and reputation, organizational 
assets, individuals, customers, consumers, other organizations, and critical infrastructure. A risk assessment must 
be performed annually or when there is a significant change to the entity’s operations or technology.

Access control and privileged access: privileged accounts must be limited to a need-to-know principle or on a 
least privilege basis.

Monitoring: emails should be monitored, and spam/phishing filters should be applied to block malicious content. 

Security awareness training: firms are expected to provide users with regular phishing simulations and security 
awareness training.

Asset inventory: regular updates to the asset inventory.

Policies and documentation: under the Proposed Amendments, documentation of security controls such as data 
encryption during transfer and at rest must be reflected in policies and thoroughly documented.

Penetration testing: a qualified independent party is required to conduct a penetration test at least annually. 

Robust authentication
Strong, unique passwords are required, and multiple-factor authentication (MFA) is mandated. Class A companies 
must monitor privileged account activity. Third-party inclusion in managing access through robust authentication 
is mandated. This upgraded requirement includes network and third-party applications that store non-public 
information.

Breach notice and ransomware reporting
Breach notifications, such as unauthorized access to a privileged account, must be done within 72 hours. Ransomware 
commands more stringent notifications: suppose a covered entity makes a ransom payment in response to a 
ransomware attack. In that case, the entity must submit an electronic notice of payment to the Superintendent 
within 24 hours of payment and a written description within 30-days explaining why the company paid the ransom.

Resilience planning
The updated 23 NYCRR Part 500 has more stringent “operational resilience” requirements. For example, any covered 
entity must implement and test backups, business continuity, and disaster recovery plans. 
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Best practices to achieve 23 
NYCRR Part 500 compliance
A checklist of best practices helps an organization meet the legislation requirements. 

Go through the following list and ensure that you meet the requirement:

Requirements Notes

Employ a CISO The amended version of 23 NYCRR Part 500 expands the responsibilities and input 
of a CISO. Employ a CISO directly or via a third-party to ensure you meet and manage 
the requirements of the regulation. See section 500.04 of the regulation.1  

Assess the risk A CISO will oversee the risk assessments needed to adhere to 23 NYCRR Part 
500. Risk assessments are a baseline requirement of the regulation and act as a 
framework for the cybersecurity program. See section 500.09 of the regulation.

Determine best 
security measures

A risk assessment sets the scene for which security measures best fit. This will include 
holistic measures that cover areas such as privileged access, third-party suppliers, 
authentication, encryption, and incident response.

Create a 
cybersecurity policy 
based on risk

The risk assessment will allow your organization to create a tailored and security 
policy that outlines robust security measures. The CISO or the board must agree to 
this policy. See section 500.03 of the regulation.

Incident response 
plan

An incident response plan is critical to ensure that incidents are contained and 
appropriately handled. See section 500.16 of the regulation.

Create a 
cybersecurity 
program

The regulation mandates that each company designs a cybersecurity program that 
reflects its specific risk profile. For details of a cybersecurity program, see section 
500.02 of the regulation.

Include third-
party protection 
measures

Your cybersecurity program is likely to include third-party security measures. Look at 
options from managed service providers and SaaS options for security solutions such 
as content scanning, email scams and phishing prevention, and data loss prevention.

Cybersecurity 
awareness training

Engage a specialist company to deliver cybersecurity awareness training for all 
employees, including CXO and board-level employees. Include phishing simulation 
exercises.

Manage and enforce 
the cybersecurity 
policy

Security policy enforcement should include the detection of a violation and the action 
needed to prevent that violation. Still, enforcement of security can be a challenge. 
However, many security measures designed for expanded networks, remote workers, 
and home working can help ensure security measures are used.

Audit and monitor Set in place systems to audit and monitor events. The regulation requires that 
records must be maintained for between three to five years.

Perform regular 
penetration testing

Use an external specialist company to carry out annual pen tests. Class A companies 
will need to perform additional checks, such as weekly scans.

Notification 
strategy

Ensure your notification strategy complies with the breach notification rules. For 
example, if unauthorized access to a privileged account occurs, a notification must 
be made within 72 hours. In addition, any ransomware payments must be notified 
within 24 hours of payment. See section 500.17 of the regulation.

8	https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/Cybersecurity_Requirements_Financial_Services_23NYCRR500.pdf
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Top Cyber Concerns for FIs

There are many concerns for FIs, however two that are the most challenging are human error and supply chain 
issues.

Human error
The issue for FIs
The 2022 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report (DBIR) found that human error was behind 82% of all cyber 
attacks. The report also points out that the financial sector has severe problems with human error.1   In the financial 
sector, 55% of errors were caused by the ‘mis-delivery’ of emails containing sensitive data accounts.

Tips for compliance with 23 NYCRR Part 500:
Reduce the risk of human error causing a data breach using:

 • Data loss prevention (DLP) measures: automate regulated data detection and handling. Use any spam and 
anti-phishing measures. Apply DLP measures across the expanded enterprise network.

 • Security awareness training: prevent accidental data loss and phishing by training employees in all aspects of 
security awareness. This should include simulated phishing sessions.

 • Robust authentication: use MFA wherever possible.

Supply chain attacks
The issue for FIs
A report, “The Firmware Security in Financial Services Supply Chains,” found the following:2  over half (55%) of FIs 
experienced a firmware-level compromise more than once in two years, and almost 40% experienced data loss 
because of the attack. 

Tips for compliance with 23 NYCRR Part 500:
Reduce the risk of the supply chain causing a data breach using:

 • Privileged account access control: deploy a PAM-as-a-Service (PAMaaS) solution

 • Provide role-based phishing simulations: privileged users are often targeted using spear-phishing. This form 
of phishing is more complicated to spot. Carry out role-based phishing simulations.

 • NIST Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM): use the guidance from the SCRM to set in place mitigative 
measures to manage supply chain cyber risk.3  Check out the NIST Best Practices in Cyber Supply Chain Risk 
Management for a detailed list of cybersecurity measure to enhance supply chain security.4 

9	https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/dbir/
10	 https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220823005214/en/Report-Financial-Institutions-Are-Overwhelmed-When-Facing-
Growing-Firmware-Security-and-Supply-Chain-Threats
11	 https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/supply_chain_risk_management
12	 https://csrc.nist.gov/CSRC/media/Projects/Supply-Chain-Risk-Management/documents/briefings/Workshop-Brief-on-Cyber-Supply-
Chain-Best-Practices.pdf
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Get ready for the amended 23 
NYCRR Part 500
The amended version of 23 NYCRR Part 500 is expected to be finalized sometime in early 2023. So now is the time 
to get ready your organization for the upgraded version. By taking steps to assess risk and put structures in place 
to deal with that risk, you will comply with 23 NYCRR Part 500 and help protect your organization from increasingly 
worrying threats to the financial sector.

Further reading
Details on scope, exemptions, security measures, etc., can be found in the New York State Department of Financial 
Services resource center:

https://www.dfs.ny.gov/industry_guidance/cybersecurity  

For details about our automated cybersecurity program for NYSDFS Part 500 and how your firm can meet the 
stringent requirements of the updated 23 NYCRR Part 500, contact us at info@risk-q.com.
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Why RiskQ
RiskQ uses an automated digital asset approach to measure financial exposures and assess cyber risk. This provides 
clients with objective financial data and eliminates up to 90% of the manual work by untrained personnel to perform 
the assessment. Clients are provided regulatory requirements/scope, policies, procedures, and automated risk 
assessments to be compliant with all applicable cybersecurity and privacy regulations. Our platform provides an 
integrated solution that is powerful, easy to use and offers the lowest total cost of ownership. In 5 simple steps you 
can be compliant with any cybersecurity or privacy regulation.

1. Automated System & Vendor Inventory: know which systems and vendors are in scope and their priority to 
assess. Automated Financial Exposures: understand malware, ransomware, and regulatory financial exposures. 

2. Get all your policies and procedures reviewed by our Cyber Attorneys.
3. Perform Security and Risk Assessments: using any framework including ISO 27001, NIST, SOC 2, etc. Includes 

policies, procedures, and a playbook in layman’s terms.
4. Assess Vendor Risk: make the vendors work for you and provide their assessment evidence in our platform. 
5. Report, Communicate and Act: use our state-of-the-art dashboards, reports, and workflows.

About RiskQ
Based on five years of research with the Fortune 1000 and cyber insurance industry and from some of the sharpest 
cybersecurity and risk minds in Israel and the United States. RiskQ provides the ultimate in data loss prevention and 
risk management by identifying hidden exposures and making sure the attack surface is minimized and the digital 
assets have effective protection in place.  RiskQ fundamentally alters the cybersecurity risk landscape with its digital 
asset approach and integrated risk platform.  Get our book ‘Enterprise Cybersecurity in Digital Business’ free with 
your purchase of our offering.  

RiskQ

66 West Flagler Street - Suite 

900, Miami, FL 33130

email: info@risk-q.com

www.risk-q.com
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CLICK TO BUY

https://www.amazon.com/Enterprise-Cybersecurity-Digital-Business-Organization-ebook/dp/B09RPMHKPC/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=enterprise+cybersecurity+in+digital+business&qid=1647716724&sr=8-1&utm_source=Amazon&utm_medium=ariel@risk-q.com&utm_campaign=Book
https://www.amazon.com/Enterprise-Cybersecurity-Digital-Business-Organization-ebook/dp/B09RPMHKPC/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=enterprise+cybersecurity+in+digital+business&qid=1647716724&sr=8-1&utm_source=Amazon&utm_medium=ariel@risk-q.com&utm_campaign=Book

